Party Games
Getting, Keeping, and Using Power in Gilded Age Politics
MARK WAHLGREN SUMMERS
Cigars, kazooos, and electoral shenanigans. “In page-turning prose, Summers shows the ways in which the people who made politics their business developed methods to keep themselves in power, deflect dissident third-party movements, and accommodate demands enough to disarm those who asked for them. This is an exciting and significant book, certain to take its place as a key work to understanding Gilded Age politics.” —R. Hal Williams, Southern Methodist University
368 pp. $59.95 cloth / $22.50 paper

Sounds of Reform
Progressivism and Music in Chicago, 1873–1935
DEREK VAILLANT
“Principal characters—musicians, reformers, immigrant and African American Chicagoans seeking pleasure and power—come across as complex human beings.... A major contribution to our understanding of the ambiguous legacy of progressivism and the meaning of cultural conflict in 20th-century America.” —Frank Couvares, Amherst College
416 pp., 24 illus. $59.95 cloth / $19.95 paper

Music and the Making of a New South
GAVIN JAMES CAMPBELL
“An inspired and original work, bringing together... opera, African American concert singing, and old-time fiddling... to study conflicts and [the] desires to smooth over those conflicts in the quintessential New South city of Atlanta.” —Ted Ownby, author of American Dreams in Mississippi
240 pp., 23 illus. $55.00 cloth / $19.95 paper

The Politics of American Religious Identity
The Seating of Senator Reed Smoot, Mormon Apostle
KATHLEEN FLAKE
“Outstanding.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review
“Dazzling... A significant contribution to Mormon studies, as well as to American religious and political history by explaining for the first time the reconciliation of the Mormon church and the broader political culture in the early 20th century.” —Sarah Barringer Gordon, author of The Mormon Question
256 pp., 32 illus. $49.95 cloth / $18.95 paper

Marion Butler and American Populism
JAMES L. HUNT
“An important contribution to our understanding of American politics in the Populist-Progressive era.” —Robert C. McMath Jr., Georgia Institute of Technology
360 pp. $49.95 cloth
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